New rates cut computer costs

By Kent Plitman

Rate decreases which took effect at the beginning of this month are expected to significantly reduce the cost of computer processing on the Multics computer time-sharing system at MIT.

"We have unused capacity," noted Michael Burstein, Director of Information Processing Services (IPS). A complicated rate schedule, which charged separate rates for the amount of time that users were connected to the computer, for time used by the central processor in computations, and for disk memory space, has been simplified to a single flat rate cost for the time for which users are connected.

According to statistics furnished to The Tech by IPS and the Student Information Processing Board (SIPB), the average cost per hour during off-peak hours under the new rates will be at least 30 percent less than usual, a feature that IPS hopes will make Multics more desirable to members of the MIT community.

One notable effect of the new schedule is felt by users of the SIPB Educational Calculator System (ECS), a small subsystem using a language similar to BASIC. Until recently, the system ran under the control of a "governor" which monitored all programs run in ECS and controlled the amount of processor time used by them.

Since the new rates charge only for contact time and not for processor time the restricting device has been removed, and it is now possible to use ECS for much larger calculations than were previously feasible.

Additionally, for projects which require large time expenditures, a flat rate of $700 per month will provide "unlimited interactive usage through one guaranteed-access port." This service provides for an arbitrary number of users, but only one may log in at a time.
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Texas Instruments Tl58
Programmable

The advanced key programmable with plug-in Solid State Software libraries

INCREASES FREE LEISURE LIBRARY $25.50 value, Summer Aug. 16-
Sept. 15 '76

An exceptional value for the professional or the advanced student. The TI58 is the most comprehensive four function programmable calculator available in education today. A 30 step memory, a convenient error correcting feature, and the TI58's own unique microprocessor assure accuracy and rapidity. The TI58 can be expanded with new software modules to meet personal needs. Available in the TI58-1 (with solid state memory) or the TI58-2 (will be available later).
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Hewlett Packard HP-29C/19C

The HP-29C has continuous memory capability so programs of your choice are saved, ready for use, until you clear them or over write them with more programs.

As a result you can program frequently-needed calculations once, and then perform them as often as necessary—hour after hour, day after day—without bother or lost time caused by resetting your program.

The HP-19C is a member of its 30 register, so you can store away needed constants or record data in the field for later use.

An added convenience, the memory on the display is also saved by continuous memory. And the display remains illuminated as well.

You can operate the HP-29C on battery alone or from a convenient electrical outlet while batteries are being recharged.

Battery operating time is significantly extended since the calculator may be recharged while you calculate or in the midst of writing a program without losing program steps or data.

ORDER NO. HP29C / SHIPPING WT. 3.1 LBS.

HP-19C: Same features as HP-29C but in the portable printer configuration of the HP-10.

MARKLINE PRICE $309.50 (Retail $345.00)
ORDER NO. HP19C / SHIPPING WT. 1.1 LBS.

Other Hewlett Packard Calculators

| HP | 21 | $69.95 | 80 | $254.50 |
| HP 22 | $109.95 | 67 | $387.95 |
| HP 25 | $144.50 | 92 | $652.50 |
| HP 25C | $175 | 97 | $646.00 |
| HP 27 | $149.95 | 10 | $154.95 |
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